
 
  

    
 

Photography Styles and Guidelines 

What makes an amazing moment? 

Visually, these amazing moments should be captured in a way that makes the viewer feel as if they’re 

really there in the heart of the moment. Or they’re observing somebody else in the middle of a 

‘moment’. 

We’d like them to be real, true moments and not set up. And ideally not artificially enhanced, treated or 

manipulated. We’re ideally looking for three main set ups which we feel will get the feeling across in the 

best way. 

Style 01 - In the moment 

This festival shot is a good example of where you feel as if you’re right there, immersed in the middle of 

an amazing moment. 

 

Style 02 - Third person perspective 

These are shots where we can see somebody experiencing an amazing moment. They could be far off 

in the distance looking out at an amazing landscape. Or we’re looking over their shoulder at something 

stunning. 

 

Style 03 - First person point of view 

Shots where you’re really immersed in the moment and feel as if you’re right there. Where you can 

even see part of the person in the shot. This could be hands on the handlebars of a bike, feet stretched 

out in front of you or a hand reaching out for a pint of ale in a pub.  

 

  



 
  

    
 

What doesn’t make a moment? 

Great moments can mean different things to different people, and it will be for you to determine what 

you think would really inspire an overseas visitor to want to come to Britain to experience that moment 

for themselves. Below are some examples of what we feel wouldn’t work. 

 

           

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

A beautiful room but difficult to determine what makes it a moment. 

 

While this might be someone having a wonderful time the image could be 

anywhere and not only in Britain. 

Camping can make for some amazing and memorable moments, but better to 

capture the landscape or people rather than practical tools you require. 



 
  

    
 

 

This could be at your own home. While it is a lovely room the image portrays it 

being a practical task and not something which makes for an incredible 

experience. 

While this might have been special to someone, it doesn’t allow the audience to 

connect to the picture or moment, particularly because of the blurred background. 

The Royal Albert Hall is a stunning venue and has and will continue to make 

many moments for consumers, but the flag in the front blocks the view and jars 

the image. 

Exhibitions are a great way to capture something unique but an exterior shot of a 

building doesn’t do this justice. 


